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Post-reionisation cosmology with 
21cm IM mapping

❖ Mapping LSS at 21cm 

❖ 21cm Intensity Mapping promises and challenges 



 A slice through the SDSS galaxy 3D 
distribution 

Zehavi et al. ApJ 2011, arXiv:1005.2413

❖ Supernovae (SN) 
❖ Weak Lensing (WL)
❖ Galaxy Clusters (CL) 
❖ Galaxy clustering (LSS / GC)
❖ BAO → dA(z), H(z)
❖ BAO/RSD
❖ …

Some major cosmological probes

21cm IM

Optical surveys:   
SDSS - DES - 

LSST - Euclid - DESI …

Structure formation and evolution 
a cosmological probe

R. Ansari -  Jan 2022  (7)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1005.2413


SDSS-DR9 , Anderson et al  et al. 2012, arXiv:1203.6594

LSS : Power spectrum and different scales

14 L. Anderson et al.

Figure 8. The CMASS DR9 power spectra before (left) and after (right) reconstruction with the best-fit models overplotted. The vertical dotted lines show
the range of scales fitted (0.02 < k < 0.3hMpc�1), and the inset shows the BAO within this k-range, determined by dividing both model and data by the
best-fit model calculated (including window function convolution) with no BAO. Error bars indicate

p
Cii for the power spectrum and the rms error calculated

from fitting BAO to the 600 mocks in the inset (see Section 4.2 for details).

an estimate of the “redshift-space” power, binned into bins in k of
width 0.04hMpc�1.

6.2 Fitting the power spectrum

We fit the observed redshift-space power spectrum, calculated as
described in Section 6, with a two component model comprising a
smooth cubic spline multiplied by a model for the BAO, following
the procedure developed by Percival et al. (2007a,c, 2010). The
model power spectrum is given by

P (k)m = P (k)smooth ⇥Bm(k/↵), (32)

where P (k)smooth is a smooth model that fits the overall shape
of the power spectrum, and the BAO model Bm(k), calculated for
our fiducial cosmology, is scaled by the dilation parameter ↵ as
defined in Eq. 21. The calculation of the BAO model is described
in detail below. This scaling of the acoustic signal is identical to
that used in the correlation function fits, although the differing non-
linear prescriptions in (Eqns 23 & 32) means that the non-linear
BAO damping is treated in a subtly different way.

Each power spectrum model to be fitted is convolved with the
survey window function, giving our final model power spectrum to
be compared with the data. The window function for this convolu-
tion is the normalised power in a Fourier transform of the weighted
survey coverage, as defined by the random catalogue, and is calcu-
lated using the same Fourier procedure described in Section 6 (e.g.
Percival et al. 2007c). This is then fitted to express the window
function as a matrix relating the model power spectrum evaluated
at 1000 wavenumbers, kn, equally spaced in 0 < k < 2hMpc�1,
to the central wavenumbers of the observed bandpowers ki:

P (ki)fit =
X

n

W (ki, kn)P (kn)m �W (ki, 0). (33)

The final term W (ki, 0) arises because we estimate the average
galaxy density from the sample, and is related to the integral con-
straint in the correlation function. In fact this term is smooth (as

the power of the window function is smooth), and so can be ab-
sorbed into the smooth component of the fit, and we therefore do
not explicitly include this term in our fits.

To model the overall shape of the galaxy clustering power
spectrum we use a cubic spline (Press et al. 1992), with nine nodes
fixed empirically at k = 0.001, and 0.02 < k < 0.4 with
�k = 0.05, matching that adopted in Percival et al. (2007c, 2010).
This model was tested in these papers, but we show in Section B3
that it also provides an excellent fit to the overall shape of the DR9
CMASS mock catalogues, and that there is no evidence for devia-
tions for the fits to the data.

To calculate our fiducial BAO model, we start with a linear
matter power spectrum P (k)lin, calculated using CAMB (Lewis et
al. 2000), which numerically solves the Boltzman equation describ-
ing the physical processes in the Universe before the baryon-drag
epoch. We then evolve using the HALOFIT prescription (Smith
et al. 2003), giving an approximation to the evolved power spec-
trum at the effective redshift of the survey. To extract the BAO, this
power spectrum is fitted with a model as given by Eq. 32, where we
adopt a fixed BAO model (BEH) calculated using the Eisenstein &
Hu (1998) fitting formulae at the same fiducial cosmology. Divid-
ing P (k)lin by the best-fit smooth power spectrum component from
this fit produces our BAO model, which we denote BCAMB.

We damp the acoustic oscillations to allow for non-linear ef-
fects

Bm = (BCAMB � 1)e�k2⌃2
nl/2 + 1, (34)

where the damping scale ⌃nl is a fitted parameter. We assume
a Gaussian prior on ⌃nl with width ±2h�1 Mpc, centred on
8.24h�1 Mpc for pre-reconstruction fits and 4.47h�1 Mpc for
post-reconstruction fits, matching the average recovered values
from fits to the 600 mock catalogs with no prior. The exact width of
the prior is not important, but if we do not include such a prior, then
the fit can become unstable with respect to local minima at extreme
values.

c� 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–33
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 21 cm 3D Intensity Mapping 

Single Dish
• Map the sky through drift-scan or by active scanning 

Dense Array Transit Interferometers
• Map the sky through drift-scan 
• Reconstruct sky map from visibilities 
• Visibilities correspond to transverse Fourier modes k⊥
• m-mode decomposition / map making with full EW scan
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Frequency

• Sys ~ 50 K , Foreground ~10K for an   
LSS signal ≲ 1 mK   (ratio 104 - 105 )  
• Stage I : 104 m2 , 103 feeds 
• Stage II : 105 m2 , 104 feeds
• 10 GB/s … 1000 GB/s raw visibility 
data @ 1 sec averaging

Peterson, Aleksan, Ansari et al. (2009) arXiv:0902.3091
Ansari et al. (2012)  arXiv:1108.1474

https://arxiv.org/abs/0902.3091
https://arxiv.org/abs/1108.1474


L=100 m array radio instrument 
➙ ang. resolution δθ ~ λ/L 
deteriorating with redshift z  
Spectral resolution 100 kHz 

➙ excellent  redshift precision δz/z ~ 10-4

•Mapping LSS  with 21cmIM  ➙ few arc min resolution is sufficient 
•➙ Large instantaneous field of view (FOV>few deg) and bandwidth (BW > 100 MHz)
•Use of dense interferometric arrays (small size reflectors) to insure high sensitivity to 

low k and large instantaneous FOV   
•Or a single dish with multi-beam focal plane receivers   
•  Instrument noise ( Tsys ) 
•  Foregrounds / radio sources and component separation 
•  Calibration, instrument stability, RFI …

z=0.5

z=1

z=28.5 Mpc

20 Mpc

45 Mpc

0.3 Mpc

0.3 Mpc

0.3 Mpc

z δθ dLOS (Mpc) H δd⊥ (Mpc) δd∥ (Mpc)
0,5 15’ 1945 90 8,5 ~0.3
1 20’ 3400 120 20 ~0.3
2 30’ 5320 200 45 ~0.3
3 40’ 6320 300 75 ~0.3
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FIG. 1. Plotted is a schematic 2D representation of the observable universe where the area is proportional to the comoving volume and the
distance from center monotonically increases with distance from Earth. Different epochs are color coded: the epoch of galaxies (z < 6) pink;
the epoch of reionization (6 < z < 20) orange; the dark ages (20 < z < 700) gray; the epoch of the last scattering (700 < z < 1300)
cyan; and the early universe (z > 1300) purple. The volumes surveyed by various current experiments with dense redshift space sampling are
outlined, including the DESI optical spectroscopic survey of galaxies (white) and quasars (white dashed); HI intensity mapping surveys of the
intergalactic medium during the epoch of reionization (HERA; green) and lower-redshift galaxies (CHIME/Tianlai; cyan); HIRAX (yellow);
and the 21 cm Stage II project proposed here (blue). The wedge sizes give rough representations of the covered volume.

point correlation function of Fourier modes of the density field (the so-called bispectrum) is amenable to measurement
using high-redshift LSS surveys, and its amplitude in different configurations (corresponding to the three points forming
squeezed, equilateral, or folded triangles) is directly connected to different inflationary models. Moreover, these types of
non-Gaussianities (equilateral and orthogonal) cannot be constrained using bias constraints in the power spectrum and are
therefore not amenable through cosmic variance cancellation techniques that are forecasted to put stringent constraints on
squeezed non-Gaussianities. In other words, a high-redshift survey of the universe will most likely present the only viable
opportunity to improve over CMB constraints.
All three objectives described above could be achieved with a next-generation 21 cm experiment, which we designate a Stage II

experiment. Our fiducial configuration consists of a close-packed 256⇥256 array of 6m dishes, operating from 200 to 500MHz.
This configuration is an ambitious but realizable expansion over the current generation 21 cm experiments. Section 2.1 contains a
technical arguments motivating this particular choice of fiducial experimental parameters. The precise configuration of the array
and other experimental details are expected to evolve and be further developed depending on key science targets and experience
obtained with predecessors of a Stage II 21 cm experiment. However, having an explicit experiment allows us to make concrete
forecasts that set the context for further optimization.

The objectives outlined above directly follow from the ability of 21 cm emission to obtain a pristine picture of large-scale
structure with essentially no tracer shot-noise. In the following, we list some of the other new capabilities that will be enabled
by a Stage II experiment:
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FIG. 6. Left: Cumulative volume observable along our past light-cone up to maximum redshift zmax. Right: Number of linear Fourier modes
of the density field observable up to zmax, where “linear” refers to modes whose statistics can be predicted at the few-percent level (the
precision required for many science cases in this section) by modern perturbation theories of large-scale clustering. A full-sky 21 cm survey
over 2 < z < 6 can in principle access ⇠ 3 times more volume and ⇠ 30 times more linear modes than a survey up to z = 2. Even under
the pessimistic assumptions about foreground contamination, a Stage II 21 cm survey can still access ⇠ 10 times more modes than a z < 2
survey.

FIG. 7. Comparison of 1-loop Eulerian perturbation theory and the Zeldovich approximation (1st order Lagrangian perturbation theory) to
the Illustris simulation (from Ref. [25]). This plot demonstrates that even simple, ab initio theoretical models can be used to fit 21 cm data to
very high kmax, due to both the more linear universe at higher redshift and the greater linearity with which the neutral hydrogen gas traces
these structures.

with other tracers. The results presented in this chapter were derived using several forecast codes. The common assumptions
used to forecast main results can be found in Appendices B, C and D, but even when slightly different assumptions are used the
results are typically consistent to around 20% in accuracy over the relevant scales. We regard this as sufficient at this early stage.
Throughout this chapter we will present forecasts for foreground optimistic and foreground pessimistic case that are likely to
bracket the true value of what level of foreground cleaning is realistically achievable for the Stage II experiment.
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21cm : Single tracer can be used to survey a huge volume 
and reveal LSS and its evolution with redshift

Cosmic Visions  A. Slosar et al &RA , arXiv:1810.09572
R. Ansari -  Jan 2022

Inflation and Early Dark Energy with a Stage II 
Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.09572
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Signal HI : T21 < mK !

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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21 cm LSS signal

Wang et al. 2006 (EoR)
Ansari et al. (2012) - A&A

Shaw et al (2015) ApJ
Wolz et al. (2016) - MNRAS

Zuo et al. (2019) - AJ
+ many more !

• Exploit foregrounds smooth frequency 
dependence (power law ∝ ν^β) for Galactic 
synchrotron and radio sources  

• Instrumental effects (mode mixing), Polarisation 
leakage /Faraday rotation  …

Galactic synchrotron emission

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/


❖ Brief (pre) history 

❖ Tianlai instrument & site

❖ Cylinder array performance

❖ Dish array (T16D) performance and NCP survey 

❖ T16D low-z survey plans and forecasts  

❖ Tianlai FRB backend

Tianlai

Xu, Wang & Chen (2014)  arXiv:1410.7794

https://arxiv.org/abs/1410.7794


The Tianlai Collaboration
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CRT prototype @ Pittsburg - 2009

X. Chen

P. Timbie

F. Wu

K. Bandura
Pittsburgh - 2009

CRT meeting , Ifrane, 
Morocco 2009

Tianlai meeting, Paris - 2014

J. Peterson @ Moriond 2006 : CRT for 21cm galaxy survey 

J. Peterson
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Tianlai site : 44.15 N , 91.8 E  
Hongliuxia Xinjiang, western China)

J.E Campagne - LAL - 16/9/15 
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16 x D=6m dish array 3 Cylinders , 15mx40mTianlai 



J. X. Li, et al. Sci. China-Phys. Mech. Astron. December (2020) Vol. 63 No. 12 129862-3
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Figure 1 A top view photograph of the Tianlai cylinder and dish arrays. The dish array is located on the east side of the cylinder array, and the calibrator
noise source (CNS) is located on a hill to the west of the arrays, as marked on the left side of the photograph. There is a blue cabin for storage between the
array and the CNS.

parkes observatory [6]. Nevertheless, 21 cm intensity map-
ping is considered to be a potentially powerful probe of cos-
mology: measuring the equation of state of dark energy from
the baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) features (e.g., refs.
[7,8]), constraining models of inflation (e.g., ref. [9]), as well
as studying the epoch of reionization (EoR) (6 ! z ! 20),
cosmic dawn (z ∼ 20), and the dark ages (z " 24). A
primary observable for cosmological studies is the three-
dimensional power spectrum of the underlying dark matter,
which is traced by neutral hydrogen. Intensity mapping pro-
vides a natural means to compute this spectrum over a broad
range of wavenumbers, k, in which the perturbations are in
the linear regime.

While HI intensity mapping is being used to study the
EoR and cosmic dawn by a variety of meter wavelength in-
struments, including LOFAR [10], MWA [11], HERA [12],
PAPER [13], and LWA [14], this paper focuses on measure-
ments of the post-reionization epoch. Several dedicated in-
struments have been constructed, or are under development,
to detect the 21 cm signal: CHIME [15], Tianlai [8, 16-19],
HIRAX [20], OWFA [21], and BINGO [22]. Other instru-
ments are being designed and built to test the technique, in-
cluding BMX and PAON-4 [23, 24]. With the exception of
BINGO, they are all interferometer arrays with large numbers
of receivers in order to provide enough mapping speed to de-
tect the weak 21 cm signal; and all are laid out in a compact
configuration in order to provide sensitivity at the relatively
large scales (0.5 " k " 0.05) where the BAO features appear

in the power spectrum.
The 21 cm signal is 4-5 orders of magnitude lower than the

foreground emission (primarily synchrotron radiation) from
Galactic and extra-galactic radio sources (see e.g., ref. [25]),
making the detection a great challenge. Extracting the 21 cm
signal generally relies on the fact that foreground emissions
are smooth functions of frequency, while the 21 cm spec-
trum has a structure arising from the large-scale distribution
of matter along the line of sight [2]. However, instrumen-
tal effects can introduce structure into the spectrum of oth-
erwise smooth foregrounds. In particular, the antenna and
array beam patterns are frequency-dependent, which aliases
the angular dependence of the bright foregrounds into fre-
quency dependence of the visibilities. Removing these so-
called “mode-mixing” effects requires detailed understanding
and measurement of the frequency-dependent gain patterns of
the antennas and the calibration of the gain and phase of the
instrument’s electronic responses.

While many radio interferometers track targeted regions
of the sky, most of the post-EoR instruments observe the sky
by drift scanning. This observing strategy allows for large
sky coverage using simple and inexpensive instrument de-
signs but complicates the calibration strategy. Tracking in-
struments can calibrate continuously on bright sources in or
near the field they are mapping. Drift scanning instruments
such as Tianlai must wait for bright sources to pass through
the field, or attempt to calibrate on dimmer sources. It is
important to check the stability of the system, which greatly

Cylinder array Dish array
CNS 

Calibrator Noise 
Source

40
 m

42 m
45 m

CNS
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Figure 4 (Color online) A schematic of the Tianlai cylider array analog and digital systems.

In detail, the wide band low noise amplifiers (LNAs) are
mounted on the back plate of the feed. The amplified RF
signals pass through 15-m long coaxial cables to the opti-
cal transmitters mounted under the cylinder antennas. In the
transmitter box, the RF signal amplitude modulates a dis-
tributed feedback laser diode (DFB-LD) to generate the RF
optical signals. The typical intensity of the laser output power
is 3 dB mW, and a built-in thermal electric cooler module
controls the temperature of the laser diode, to keep the output
intensity at a stable value. The output laser is coupled into a
single-mode fiber pigtail and ferrule connector/angled phys-
ical contact (FC/APC) connector, which connects the optical
fiber link. The optical cable carries a bundle of 288 fibers a
distance of 8 km. The typical loss in the optical fiber link is
4.8 dB at the operating wavelength of 1.55 µm. And to com-
pensate for this loss, the analog optical transceiver system
is designed with an end-to-end gain of 13 dB, which varies
less than 2 dB within the band. At the receiving end, a PIN
photo-detector demodulates the RF signal. The receiver mod-
ules are housed in box cases; each handles 32 signal channels.
The typical noise figure for the optical link system is 17 dB.
However, this does not significantly increase the noise tem-
perature for the signal which has already been amplified by
the LNA.

An analog mixer down-converts the RF signal to the IF
band of 125-235 MHz. The observing frequency band can
be adjusted by shifting the frequency of the local oscilla-
tor (LO). Currently, the observing frequency band is 700-
800 MHz. The LO is fixed at 935 MHz with a Rubidium

standard frequency reference, with maximum phase noise of
−90 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz and −90 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz. The im-
age frequency rejection ratio for the down-converter is larger
than 60 dB. Replaceable cavity bandpass filter modules are
placed between the optical receiver RF output and the mixer
input to reject out-of-band noise; its insertion loss is less than
0.7 dB. The IF channel output power level can be adjusted
within the range of 0-60 dB by attenuators, with gain adjust-
ment steps of 1 dB controlled by a serial communication port.
The gain flatness is less than 2 dB for the IF bandwidth. For
the IF channel output, the minimum 1 dB compression point
is 15 dBm.

Finally, the IF signal is sent to the digital backend system
through bulkhead connectors between the analog and digital
rooms.

The digital backend system has a commonly used FX
(Fourier transformation and correlation) architecture. It in-
cludes three parts: the F-engine, which performs the Fourier
transform, the X-engine, which performs cross-correlations
of the Fourier-transformed data, and the network switch,
which performs the so-called “corner turning”, i.e., it dis-
tributes the data from different input channels of the same
frequency to a unit on the X-engine for computing the cross-
correlations.

The F-engine consists of twelve FPGA boards, each
equipped with two 8-input analog-to-digit converters (ADCs)
of the type ADS62P49. These ADCs digitize simultane-
ously the 192 input channels, and work at a sampling rate
of 250 Mega samples per second (Msps) and with a length of

J. Zhang et al, 2016 , arXiv:1606.03830Avoiding grating lobes / spurious images
using different feed spacing along different cylinders  :

J. X. Li, et al. Sci. China-Phys. Mech. Astron. December (2020) Vol. 63 No. 12 129862-5

The Tianlai project is now running in a pathfinder stage.
The cylinder array consists of three adjacent parabolic cylin-
der reflectors, each 40 m × 15 m, with their long axes ori-
ented in the N-S direction. Dual-polarization dipole feeds are
placed along the focus line of each cylinder [28]. The cylin-
ders are closely spaced in the east-west (E-W) direction, as
shown in Figure 3. The reflectors focus the incoming radio
signal in the E-W direction, while allowing a wide field of
view (FoV) in the N-S direction. The Tianlai cylinder reflec-
tor is fixed on the ground, and at any moment its FoV is a
narrow strip running from north to south through the zenith.
While the reflectors allow the FoV to run from horizon-to-
horizon in the N-S direction, the beam of the feeds limits
the strip to ±60◦ from zenith [29]. As the Earth rotates, the
beams scan the northern celestial hemisphere (The latitude
of the telescope site is 44◦, so the FoV extends from −16◦

declination up to +90◦ and back down to +76◦ on the other
side).

From east to west, the 3 cylinders are denoted cylinder A,
B, C, respectively. Each has been installed with a slightly
different number of feeds, 31, 32 and 33, respectively. From
north to south, the feeds in each cylinder are labeled in num-
bers 1, 2, 3, .... The northernmost (or southernmost) feeds A1,
B1, C1 (or A31, B32, C33) are aligned, and the distance be-
tween the northernmost and southernmost feeds is 12.4 m.
The currently installed feeds occupy less than half of the
cylinder; the remaining space is reserved for additional feeds
for future upgrades. Since the feeds are evenly distributed,
this results in different feed spacings for each different cylin-
der: 41.33, 40.00 and 38.75 cm, respectively. This arrange-
ment is made to reduce the grating lobe, which is generated
due to the degeneracy in arrival time for signals from dif-
ferent directions when the spacings between adjacent feeds
are larger than half a wavelength. As the spacings of the
three cylinders are slightly different, their grating lobes are
also slightly different, so the grating lobe is reduced [18].
Each dual linear polarization feed generates two signal out-
puts. We will use X to denote the output for the polarization
along the N-S direction and Y along E-W direction. Each
signal channel is designated by its cylinder, feed number, and
polarization basis. For example, the E-W polarized output
of the 2nd feed in the middle cylinder will be noted as B2Y.
The baseline between two feeds is denoted by its two compo-
nents linked with a hyphen; for example the baseline C7-B28
is shown in Figure 3, and the cross-correlation between their
X-polarization channels is denoted as C7X-B28X.

The system consists of the antennas (cylinder reflectors
and feeds) and the optical communication system (optical
transmitter/receiver and cable), which converts the radio fre-
quency (RF) electric signal to optical signals sent via optical
fiber to the station house, which is located about 6 km away

in the nearby Hongliuxia village. In the station, the system
is housed in separate analog and digital electronics rooms.
The optical signal is converted back to the RF electric sig-
nal, then down-converted to the intermediate frequency (IF).
The IF signal is then digitized and processed in the digital
correlator. The whole system is designed to operate over a
wide range of frequencies (400-1500 MHz), while the work-
ing frequency band is set by replaceable bandpass filters. At
present, the bandpass is set to 700-800 MHz, corresponding
to redshift 1.03 > z > 0.78 for the 21 cm line. A summary of
the design parameters of the cylinder array is given in Table
1, and a schematic of the system is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3 (Color online) The Tianlai cylinder array. The cylinders are
aligned in the N-S direction, with a gap of 0.215 m between adjacent ones.
The three cylinders are designated as A, B, C from east to west, and have
31, 32, and 33 feeds respectively. The feeds in each cylinder are evenly dis-
tributed, with the ones at both ends (A1, B1, C1 in the north and A31, B32,
C33 in the south) aligned with each other. The baseline C7-B28 is depicted
by the orange double end arrow as an example.

Table 1 Main design parameters of Tianlai cylinder array

Parameter Value

Number of cylinders 3
Reflector N-S length 40.0 m

Reflector E-W diameter 15.0 m
f/D 0.32

Surface error (design) < λ/20 at 21 cm
Number of feeds per cylinder 31(A), 32(B), 33(C)

Feed spacing (cm) 41.33, 40.00, 38.75
Feed illumination angle 152◦

Number of data channels 192
Antenna gain (design) > 20 dBi

Adjustable frequency range 500-1500 MHz
Current frequency range 700-800 MHz

Frequency resolution 122 kHz
X-pol(N-S) FWHM @750 MHz 1.6◦ (H-plane), 62.2◦(E-plane)
Y-pol(E-W) FWHM @750 MHz 1.8◦ (E-plane), 71.4◦(H-plane)

Location 91◦48′ E, 44◦09′ N

Tianlai electronic chain 
and digital correlator 
Signal path features 

optical RF signal 
transmission

Jixia Li et al, 2020 , arXiv:2006.05605

Unequal feed spacing

Tianlai cylinder array

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.03830
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.05605
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Cylinder array 

- observed

- simulated

Jixia Li et al, 2020 , arXiv:2006.05605
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we obtain similar system temperatures for the two polariza-
tions as explained below.

Using the effective area from simulation, the system tem-
perature can be estimated. The system temperatures for
all feed channels as determined from the three methods are
shown in Figure 28, and the averages for different cylinders
and polarizations are listed in Table 5. The results obtained
by the three methods are generally similar with each other.
This is especially true for methods 1 and 2, both derived from
auto-correlations. The average for all feed and polarization is
86.3 and 86.7 K, respectively, and on individual feeds they
also agree with each other in most cases, though there are

also some exceptions. For method 3 the average is 93.8 K,
slightly larger than methods 1 and 2. In method 3 the SEFD
and Tsys were not directly obtained for each feed channel, but
were instead obtained for pairs of channels, then solved from
these. Perhaps for this reason, it appears to be more smoothly
distributed along each cylinder-polarization. As a whole, the
relative difference of Tsys between different polarizations is
less than that of the SEFD. It seems that the system tempera-
ture is more uniform, and part of the SEFD difference comes
from the different effective area.

There are obvious differences in the system temperatures
for the feeds on the three cylinders. Many feeds on cylinder
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Figure 27 The f −1
ps SEFD derived from auto-correlation background (a), auto-correlation fluctuation (b), and cross-correlation fluctuation (c) during the

Cyg A transit from 2016/09/27 to 2016/10/02.
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Figure 28 The system temperature derived from 2016/09/27 to 2016/10/02 data set. (a) Derived from auto-correlation background; (b) derived from
auto-correlation fluctuation; (c) derived from cross-correlation fluctuation.
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Figure 1. Left: Top view of the Tianlai Dish Array Pathfinder and Cylinder Array Pathfinder taken with a DJI M600 Pro drone at a height of 280 m above
the ground. The position of the calibration CNS is indicated by the white arrows on the left. The relative distance vector from the feed in dish 16 at the centre
of the array (when pointed towards the zenith) to the CNS is [−184.656, 13.915, 12.588] meters, with x, y, z to the east, north, and zenith. The CNS is in the
far-field of all dishes in the dish array. Right: A schematic diagram of the Tianlai Dish Array; 0◦ coincides with north. The dishes are arranged in two concentric
circles of radius 8.8 and 17.6 m around a central dish. The dishes have dual-linear polarization feed antennas with one axis oriented parallel to the altitude axis
(horizontal, H; parallel to the ground) and the other orthogonal to that axis (vertical, V). For example, shown in red is one of the baselines that is studied later
in this paper, the H polarization of dish four correlated with the H polarization of dish 9: 4H-9H. Other baselines used later in the paper use the same naming
convention.

Figure 2. Schematic of the RF analogue system.

Figure 3. Accumulated observing time versus date.

away from the NCP, usually at the declination of bright sources:
Cyg A (+40 ◦44

′
), Cas A (+58◦48.9

′
), Tau A/M-1 (+22◦00

′
), and

also some high declination regions (∼80◦). (2) 24 h observations at
the NCP. Preceding each NCP observation, the antennas are pointed

towards one or multiple strong radio sources for calibration. The cal-
ibration sources for different NCP observations are listed in Table 2.

The visibilities from the dish array are averaged for a period of
1 s (integration time). The data are stored for all 528 correlation
pairs (autocorrelation + cross-correlation) in 512 different frequency
channels. The data rate is about ∼175 GB d−1. The weather data,
which includes the temperature of the analog electronics room, site
temperature, dew point, humidity, precipitation level, wind direction,
wind speed, barometric pressure, etc., are stored separately during
each run. These data can later be used for checking the correlation
of different weather variables with the variation of electronic gain of
the system.

The CNS is turned on and off periodically. During 2017 the CNS
switched on for 20 s every 4 min, so the fraction of noise-on time
is 8.33%. In 2018, the noise-on time was reduced to 4 s per 4 min,
which is 1.67% of the observing time.

In Fig. 4, we show the CNS and RFI mask derived from 1 h of
night-time data. The periodic vertical stripes show the mask when
the CNS is turned on, while the dots show the RFI. We use two
different RFI cleaning methods (check Section 5). Because the array
is located in a radio quiet zone, we only lose about 0.6 % of the data
due to RFI contamination.
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Table 3. We list here the average Tsys and the SEFD of
the 27 fully functioning feed antennas during the 9 full
nights of the 3srcNP 20180101 run. The average is over
the 700–800 MHz band and excludes times when the CNS is
transmitting. The entries in red are identified as ‘hot antenna’
with Tsys more than 4 standard deviations above that of the
22 remaining feed antennas.

System temperature (K) SEFD (kJy)
Dish H-pol. V-pol. H-pol. V-pol.

1 – 107.5 – 16.6
2 72.9 78.9 11.3 12.2
3 87.0 159.6 13.5 24.7
4 78.3 76.0 12.1 11.8
5 76.9 71.2 12.0 11.1
6 77.6 72.2 12.0 11.2
7 – – – –
8 76.1 81.5 11.8 12.6
9 76.8 209.4 11.9 32.8
10 72.6 72.4 11.2 11.2
11 236.5 74.5 36.6 11.5
12 79.5 77.3 12.3 12.0
13 73.7 77.1 11.4 11.9
14 – – – –
15 75.0 78.7 11.6 12.2
16 75.9 70.5 11.8 10.9

a laboratory-measured noise temperature of ∼35 K. The remaining
40 K should be mostly due to ground emission, Tspill, which is
approximately what is expected from the beam simulations.

If D(ν) were 40% smaller than indicated by the simulations then
Tsys ≈ 55 K, requiring Tspill ! 20 K, which is not plausible given
that smaller D(ν) is due to larger sidelobes, which would increase,
not decrease, our expectations for Tspill.

6.5 Sensitivity

System temperature is a useful quantity because it gives the minimum
value of random noise (fluctuations) in the visibilities. If the illumi-
nation and receiver noise give Gaussian random phase voltages then
the ideal radiometer equation tells us the variance of the visibility is

Var(Va,b,α) ≡
〈
Va,b,α V ∗

a,b,α

〉
− |〈Va,b,α〉|2 = 〈Va,a,α〉 〈Vb,b,α〉

#sample
, (2)

where 〈···〉 is the expectation of visibilities averaged over realiza-
tions of voltage streams for fixed illumination pattern and #sample

(=δν δt for continuous sampling) is the number of complex Fourier
amplitudes averaged by the correlator to obtain a visibility in a
pixel. This variance provides a fundamental statistical limit on the
accuracy of measurements of the illumination pattern. To the extent
that the signal varies little between pixels one can average them into
larger pixels, increasing δν δt and decreasing the variance of the
average.

6.6 Sensitivity versus integration time

The level of visibility fluctuations due to noise or system temperature
(rms) is shown in Fig. 19. The plot shows that the noise integrates
down with integration time as expected for white noise, up to 300
seconds. Afterwards, it starts increasing due to rotation of the sky.

Figure 19. Overlapping Allan variance (Riley 2008) versus integration time,
τ , for four typical baselines centred at 747.5 MHz with bandwidth 0.244 MHz
during night-time only, for the real part of the visibility. The visibility is
uncalibrated and the vertical axis is in arbitrary units. The intercept of the
dashed line ∝ 1/

√
τ is adjusted so that it matches the variance trend. The plot

shows that the noise integrates down as 1/
√

τ , as expected, for about 300 s.
The imaginary part of the visibility shows similar behaviour.

Figure 20. Top: Dirty image of Cas A at 747.5 MHz, applyingQuickMap to
a drift-scan from the 2017/10/30 transit using 121 horizontal cross-correlation
baselines and one autocorrelation. Bottom: Image of Cas A reconstructed
by pseudo-inverting the pointing matrix from the 2017/10/30 transit, in
the frequency slice around 747.5 MHz. The method was applied to three
successive rectangular areas before, during, and after the actual Cas A transit
to cover the same sky area as the dirty image shown on top. The maps
include corrections for phase and relative gain. The colour scales are linear,
in arbitrary units.

7 M A P S A RO U N D S O U R C E S

The 16 dishes of the array provide 16 autocorrelations and 120 cross-
correlation visibilities for each of the two linear polarizations (HH or
VV), as well as 256 cross-polarisation (HV) visibilities. To illustrate
the array performance, we have reconstructed sky maps around a few
bright point sources by combining single linear polarization HH or
VV signals. The sky maps shown here have been obtained through
several algorithms that are briefly described in Appendix C.

Fig. 20 (top part) shows the image of Cas A, reconstructed using
QuickMap, and data from the 12-d October 2017 driftscan at the
source declination. We have used a time interval of 4 h of only one of
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Table 3. We list here the average Tsys and the SEFD of
the 27 fully functioning feed antennas during the 9 full
nights of the 3srcNP 20180101 run. The average is over
the 700–800 MHz band and excludes times when the CNS is
transmitting. The entries in red are identified as ‘hot antenna’
with Tsys more than 4 standard deviations above that of the
22 remaining feed antennas.

System temperature (K) SEFD (kJy)
Dish H-pol. V-pol. H-pol. V-pol.

1 – 107.5 – 16.6
2 72.9 78.9 11.3 12.2
3 87.0 159.6 13.5 24.7
4 78.3 76.0 12.1 11.8
5 76.9 71.2 12.0 11.1
6 77.6 72.2 12.0 11.2
7 – – – –
8 76.1 81.5 11.8 12.6
9 76.8 209.4 11.9 32.8
10 72.6 72.4 11.2 11.2
11 236.5 74.5 36.6 11.5
12 79.5 77.3 12.3 12.0
13 73.7 77.1 11.4 11.9
14 – – – –
15 75.0 78.7 11.6 12.2
16 75.9 70.5 11.8 10.9

a laboratory-measured noise temperature of ∼35 K. The remaining
40 K should be mostly due to ground emission, Tspill, which is
approximately what is expected from the beam simulations.

If D(ν) were 40% smaller than indicated by the simulations then
Tsys ≈ 55 K, requiring Tspill ! 20 K, which is not plausible given
that smaller D(ν) is due to larger sidelobes, which would increase,
not decrease, our expectations for Tspill.

6.5 Sensitivity

System temperature is a useful quantity because it gives the minimum
value of random noise (fluctuations) in the visibilities. If the illumi-
nation and receiver noise give Gaussian random phase voltages then
the ideal radiometer equation tells us the variance of the visibility is

Var(Va,b,α) ≡
〈
Va,b,α V ∗

a,b,α

〉
− |〈Va,b,α〉|2 = 〈Va,a,α〉 〈Vb,b,α〉

#sample
, (2)

where 〈···〉 is the expectation of visibilities averaged over realiza-
tions of voltage streams for fixed illumination pattern and #sample

(=δν δt for continuous sampling) is the number of complex Fourier
amplitudes averaged by the correlator to obtain a visibility in a
pixel. This variance provides a fundamental statistical limit on the
accuracy of measurements of the illumination pattern. To the extent
that the signal varies little between pixels one can average them into
larger pixels, increasing δν δt and decreasing the variance of the
average.

6.6 Sensitivity versus integration time

The level of visibility fluctuations due to noise or system temperature
(rms) is shown in Fig. 19. The plot shows that the noise integrates
down with integration time as expected for white noise, up to 300
seconds. Afterwards, it starts increasing due to rotation of the sky.

Figure 19. Overlapping Allan variance (Riley 2008) versus integration time,
τ , for four typical baselines centred at 747.5 MHz with bandwidth 0.244 MHz
during night-time only, for the real part of the visibility. The visibility is
uncalibrated and the vertical axis is in arbitrary units. The intercept of the
dashed line ∝ 1/

√
τ is adjusted so that it matches the variance trend. The plot

shows that the noise integrates down as 1/
√

τ , as expected, for about 300 s.
The imaginary part of the visibility shows similar behaviour.

Figure 20. Top: Dirty image of Cas A at 747.5 MHz, applyingQuickMap to
a drift-scan from the 2017/10/30 transit using 121 horizontal cross-correlation
baselines and one autocorrelation. Bottom: Image of Cas A reconstructed
by pseudo-inverting the pointing matrix from the 2017/10/30 transit, in
the frequency slice around 747.5 MHz. The method was applied to three
successive rectangular areas before, during, and after the actual Cas A transit
to cover the same sky area as the dirty image shown on top. The maps
include corrections for phase and relative gain. The colour scales are linear,
in arbitrary units.

7 M A P S A RO U N D S O U R C E S

The 16 dishes of the array provide 16 autocorrelations and 120 cross-
correlation visibilities for each of the two linear polarizations (HH or
VV), as well as 256 cross-polarisation (HV) visibilities. To illustrate
the array performance, we have reconstructed sky maps around a few
bright point sources by combining single linear polarization HH or
VV signals. The sky maps shown here have been obtained through
several algorithms that are briefly described in Appendix C.

Fig. 20 (top part) shows the image of Cas A, reconstructed using
QuickMap, and data from the 12-d October 2017 driftscan at the
source declination. We have used a time interval of 4 h of only one of
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Figure 29. The average sidereal night (ASN) visibilities for baseline 2V◊10V. This is the median average of 1min◊1MHz visibilities at
the same LST and frequency from the 11 nights shown in Figure 27.

Figure 30. Simulated visibility of Figure 29 based on the NVSS catalog using an Airy disk beam model. Nightly mean subtraction has
been applied.

Figure 31. The average sidereal night (ASN) for baseline 2V◊10V after polar dephasing which removes the phase gradients due to the
signal delay between the northern and southern feeds for sources near the NCP.

pattern. This is a consequence of the fact that most of the
signal comes from near the NCP: the northern feed receives
signals from the NCP before the southern feed which leads to
a phase delay which increases linearly with frequency. Note
that if all the signal came from a unpolarized source pre-
cisely at the NCP then the visibility pattern before nightly
mean subtraction would be perfectly horizontal stripes, and
the nightly mean subtraction would remove the entirety of
the signal. Figure 29 only shows the remnant of this fringe
pattern, which come from the sources located not precisely
at the NCP. These waves are a superposition of slow waves
with a timescale of hours and faster waves with a timescale
of ≥ 10 min. The later we refer to as “fast fringes”. The vari-
ation in the time direction is due to rotation of the Earth.
The slow waves are due to sources near the NCP which do
not move rapidly on the sky, while the fast fringes are from
bright far o�-axis sources at low declination which move
more rapidly as the Earth rotates (see section 8.6.

For comparison we have used the radio point source
catalog of the NVSS (Condon et al. (1998)) to construct a
model the ASN shown in Figure 29. It is a very rough sim-
ulation using a simple beam model and is based on data at

1.4 GHz which is significantly out of our band. The simu-
lated visibility, shown in Figure 30, exhibits a general qual-
itative similarity to the Tianlai data: the slow waves and
fast fringes are of similar amplitude and are often in phase.
Some quantitative features are significantly di�erent, which
we attribute to both the inaccuracies of the beam model and
the mismatched frequency band.

8.5 Polar Dephasing

Since much of the sky signal should come from near the
NCP one can adjust the phase center, as in a phased ar-
ray, to point directly at the NCP, i.e. adjust the visibility
phases by �Arg[V ] = 2fi

‹
c b · n̂b · n̂b · n̂NCP where n̂̂n̂nNCP is the di-

rection to the NCP and bbb is the baseline. In a horizontal
(Earth) frame both b and n̂NCP are constant in time and so
is the correction to the phase gradient. For 2V◊10V the ex-
pected polar phase gradient corresponds to 2.4 stripes (full
cycles through the phase spectrum) over 100 MHz band-
width, which is just one one sees in Figure 29. Another vi-
sual comparison after the adjusting the phase center to the
NCP is shown in Figure 31. Nearly all the vertical phase gra-
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dients are removed, demonstrating that most of the signal
does indeed come from sources near the NCP. What remains
are slowly varying visibilities coming from sources near the
NCP, which move slowly due to Earth rotation, plus more
rapidly varying fringe patterns from bright sources far from
the NCP.

One usually phases an array to facilitate imaging of the
region one is (electronically) pointing toward. Our motives
are somewhat di�erent. Figure 31 illustrates that the initial
phase calibration is good enough to accurately point at the
NCP. This figure also illustrates the amount of mode mixing
we have to contend with in Tianlai dish data.

8.6 Far O� Axis Sources

To accurately identify all the sources contributing signifi-
cantly to an ASN would require a more accurate beam model
than we currently have. However, the beam pattern almost
certainly does not vary as rapidly as the fast fringes evi-
dent in the ASN. The fast fringes can only be from rapidly
moving sources far from the NCP where the beam gain is
low (. ≠30 dB smaller than at the beam center); which
means they can only come from a few very bright far o�-axis
radio sources. The lack of source confusion of very bright
sources allows us to accurately identify the sources of these
fast fringes even with only a single baseline using any of a
variety of fitting or deconvolution techniques.

The measured and simulated visibilities of Figures 29
& 30 have a very similar fast fringe pattern and in the sim-
ulation, which is based on a point source catalog, we can
associate the fast fringes with Cas A and therefore infer
that this is also the source of the fast fringes in the Tianlai
observational data.

From Figures 27 & 28 one sees that the fast fringes are
easily identified in only ≥ 20 min of data. The ability to
regularly isolate the contribution from individual well cali-
brated point sources using only a single baseline provides us
with a real-time calibration method for each baseline with
which to supplement the CNS.

8.7 Redundant Baselines

The wavy patterns of the visibilities from di�erent baselines
are generally quite di�erent. However, for baselines with
nearly the same bbb we expect the visibilities from the sky sig-
nal to be nearly the same. In Figure 32 we plot the ASNs of
three baselines with nearly identical bbb and find that indeed
the ASNs are nearly the same. This gives support to our
contention that after nightly mean subtraction the remain-
ing signal is predominantly from the sky. One can discern
a noticeable phase shift of ≥ 0.6 rad in the central panel
relative to the other two, which is evidence for di�erences
in phase of the gain. Because the complex gain of each an-
tenna was initially calibrated on Cas A before the dishes
were pointed at the NCP, this di�erence in gains in the 9
night average is evidence for changes of the gain over the 10
days since this initial calibration.

Figure 32. Shown are the average sidereal night visibilities of
three nearly redundant baselines after median nightly subtrac-
tion but without polar dephasing, as in Figure 29. The baselines
and nominal separation of feeds in mm are, from top to bottom,
12V◊11V: 4391 E≠7596 N≠6 Z, 13V◊16V: 4387 E≠7601 N≠5 Z
and 16V ◊ 10V: 4424 E ≠ 7604 N + 4 Z (E=East, N=North,
Z=vertical). The nominal separations are as surveyed after in-
stallation; because the feed positions are not continuously moni-
tored there is some uncertainty in these numbers. For example, if
the dishes are not all precisely pointed in the same direction the
separations will di�er from the nominal values.

8.8 Spectral Smoothness of Visibilities

The 21 cm signal is much smaller than that of the “fore-
ground” sources we have examined so far. One feature that
di�erentiates the foregrounds from 21 cm is the foregrounds
have a smooth broadband spectrum while 21 cm emission is
in the form of a spectral line and is not smooth. This di�er-
entiating feature is confused by the phenomenon of “mode-
mixing”, the fact that fine angular structures in the fore-
ground emission will be aliased into relatively non-smooth
spectral dependence of the visibilities due to the frequency-
dependent angular response of the array. For example, while
most of the frequency dependence (horizontal fringes) of Fig-
ure 29 has been removed by polar dephasing in Figure 31,
there still remain horizontal components of the fast fringes
from bright o�-axis sources. While one can possibly subtract
the fringe patterns of a few known bright sources, this would
become intractable for the multitudes of sources which con-
tribute to mode mixing at the level we are interested in.
A variety of techniques have been proposed to project out
mode-mixed foregrounds from the 21 cm signal, and we will
use them in Tianlai in the future, but here we examine a
more conservative approach: limiting analysis to frequency
modes which are not significantly mixed with foregrounds at
the level of the system noise temperature. Here we quantify
which modes these are. Foreground-contaminated frequency
modes are sometimes said to be “in the wedge” and those
not “outside the wedge”. Forecasts of the performance of in-
tensity mapping often assume only modes outside the wedge
are usable, so it is important to quantify where the wedge
is!

There are various ways to quantify spectral smoothness
of the visibilities. One is to decompose the visibility into
frequency modes

Va,b,– =
Ô

nch

nch≠1ÿ

n=0

aa,b,nUn,– (3)

where – indexes the equally spaced frequency channels, nch
in number. Un,– for fixed n gives the spectrum of the mode
which should be increasingly non-smooth in frequency as
n increases. It is convenient to take these modes to be or-
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Figure 33. Plotted as a function of n is the rms value of |an[LST]|
averaged over all LSTs and 1, 3 and 9 successive nights of visibil-
ities shown in Figure 27 after polar dephasing. Red points are for
a single night, green three nights and purple nine nights. Poly-
nomial order refers to n. The top wavenumber scale gives the
approximate kÎ corresponding to a given n for a cosmological
21cm signal. The color coded horizontal lines give the white noise
spectrum for uncorrelated noise given by the system temperature
measured during the same time interval. For small n this signal
converges after a few nights while for large n it integrates down as
N

≠1/2
nights with amplitude very close to the system noise prediction.

thonormal so that Un,– is a unitary matrix and

1
nch

ÿ

–

|Va,b,–|2 =
nch≠1ÿ

n=0

|aa,b,n|2. (4)

Thus |aa,b,n|2 gives the contribution of mode n to the
mean square Va,b,n. A discrete Fourier transform is of
this form but instead, we choose a polynomial-based
decomposition where the frequency dependence of the
modes is approximately described by Legendre polynomials
Un,–

Ã
≥ Pn

#
2 ‹–≠‹min

‹max≠‹min
≠ 1

$
. Specifically we start with Leg-

endre polynomials on a grid and Gram-Schmidt orthonor-
malize them. For this “Legendre decomposition” Un,– is real
and orthogonal. Just as with Fourier transforms in the case
of white noise each mode amplitude, aa,b,n, is statistically in-
dependent with zero mean and identical variance È|aa,b,n|2Í.
These discrete Legendre polynomials are increasingly oscil-
latory (non-smooth) with increasing n just as for a Fourier
decomposition.

Applying this “Legendre” decomposition to the night-
averaged and polar-dephased visibilities we compute the “n-
spectrum”, which is the mean value of |aa,b,n|2 averaged over
all minutes of an ASN. Polar dephasing moves much of the
n œ [5, 10] power into n = 0, 1, 2 but does not change the
total power. In Figure 33 we plot these spectra for the visibil-
ity mean averaged over successive full nights. Here we have
use full 244 kHz spectral resolution allowing us to measure
the n-spectra up to n = 409 rather than only n = 102 for
977 kHz averaging. We see that for n = 0, 1, 2 the n-spectra
seem to have “converged” in 1 night and for n . 8 after ≥ 3
nights. We would need more nights to see clear convergence
at n & 10. For n & 50 the n-spectra are quite flat, close
to white noise. The spectral flatness relies on limiting the
band to ‹ œ [700, 800] MHz as the noisy band edges tilt the

spectrum red-ward. For n < 30 the spectra do fall o� with
increasing n but not nearly as fast as one would predict for
the very smooth spectra of optically thin synchrotron or free-
fee emission. Much of this is due to mode mixing manifested
by the fast fringes of bright o�-axis sources which we could
in principle subtract. The persistent feature at n ¥ 40 may
also be due to bright sources. Incomplete removal of cor-
related noise is another possible cause for the slower than
expected fall-o� with n. Applying the same procedure to the
daytime data we find this white noise tail only extends to
n & 200.

The n > 100 white noise tail amplitude does “integrate
down” Ã Nnights

≠1/2 just as one would expect for (zero
mean) noise which is uncorrelated between nights. To illus-
trate this we also plot the n-spectra of the “system noise”
predicted by the radiometer equation given the system tem-
perature (


T 2V

sys T 10V
sys = 75.5K) measured from the auto-

correlations. For n > 100 the system noise accounts for al-
most all of this power spectrum, leaving little room for con-
tamination by sky signal other sources of correlated noise.
Thus at the level of sensitivity obtained with 9 nights of
data from a single baseline the radio emission from the sky
does indeed have a smooth spectrum in that it does not con-
taminate the high-n part of the spectra, leaving ≥ 75% of
the n-modes apparently free from foregrounds. We explore
this in more detail below.

Figure 33 uses mean averaging over di�erent nights in
contrast with Figure 27, which uses median averaging. While
median averaging suppresses outlying visibility values as
produced by RFI it has poorer noise performance. Using me-
dian nightly averaging we find the n spectra integrates down
more slowly, as ≥ Nnights

≠0.37. The cause of this di�erent
scaling can be understood if one allows for night-to-night
gain variations. A median will choose for each pixel the cen-
tral visibility value which can be from di�erent nights for
di�erent pixels. If the gain varies from night-to-night then
neighboring pixels in the median average can take visibility
values from di�erent nights with di�erent gains. Night-to-
night variation in the gain will result in sharp features in
the frequency spectra as well as the visibility time series.
Such discontinuities would be introduced by any method
which removes or suppresses RFI-flagged visibilities such
that neighboring pixels sample di�erent sidereal days with
di�erent weights. Mean averaging gives equal weight to each
night and therefore depends on the mean gain averaged over
all nights, which is not expected to have sharp features in
frequency or in time. If RFI is rare then RFI flagging has an
advantage over median averaging since RFI flagging a�ects
only a small fraction of the data whereas median averaging
will introduce discontinuities everywhere. One can use the
di�erence between mean and median averaging to quantify
the level of night-to-night gain variation.

8.9 Correlated Signal after Foreground
Subtraction

Foreground removal in hydrogen intensity mapping relies on
the ability to separate rough spectrum 21 cm line emission
from smooth spectrum foregrounds. In the previous section
it was shown that an ASN mostly contains relatively smooth
spectrum signal or, more specifically, that the non-smooth
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• Plan to change RF filters and LO frequency 
to with to low-z, rest frame 21cm frequency 
• Survey of a mid-latitude band - cross-
correlation with SDSS
• Deep survey of NCP - cross-correlation 
with NCCS catalog 
• Survey duration : about a year 
• Spectroscopic survey of NCCS being 
finalised with WIYN telescope
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Table 3. Main characteristics of the brightest radio sources in the NCP field from Fig. 2 . ( † : at 15 arcsec distance). 
NVSS id Other id RA (hms) Dec (dms) 21cm flux (Jy) Object type Redshift 
J011732 + 892848 6C 004713 + 891245 † 1h17m32.82s 89d28’48.7” 2.1 – –
J022248 + 861851 3C 61.1 2h22m35.046s 86d19’6.17” 6 Seyfert 2 gal. 0.18781 
J093923 + 831526 3C 220.3 9h39m23.40s 83d15’26.2” 2.95 AGN 0.685 
J213008 + 835730 3C 345.1 21h30m8.60s 83d57’30.5” 1.8 radio gal. 0.865 

Figure 2. Left-hand panel: foreground map of a circular region of 7 degree radius around the NCP at 1350 MHz, smoothed with a 15 arcmin resolution Gaussian 
beam. The Haslam map of diffuse emission at 408 MHz as well as NVSS radio sources, extrapolated to 1350 MHz with a spectral index β = −2, have been 
co-added. The four brightest of these sources sources, reported in Table 3 , have been identified. Right-hand panel: reconstructed map of the NCP region, as 
observed by T16DPA at f = 1350 MHz . This is the 7 ◦ radius area around δ = 90 ◦, extracted from the reconstructed spherical map using m-mode map making 
and after ( # , m ) space filtering. The colour scale corresponds to temperature in Kelvin. 

Figure 3. Footprints of the two surv e ys e xamined in this work, one around 
the NCP and the other in a mid-latitude band, are highlighted o v er the Haslam 
408 MHz unfiltered map from Remazeilles et al. ( 2015 ), plotted in galactic 
coordinates with equatorial coordinate lines. 
when computing noise power spectrum and mode mixing residuals. 
The fiducial area used, 40 ◦ < α < 260 ◦, represents about 1500 deg 2 . 

The T16DPA system noise temperature has been determined to be 
T sys ∼ 80 K (Wu et al. 2021 ). The simulations performed in this study 
have been carried out with a fiducial noise level of 5 mK per δt = 30 s 
visibility sample, and for a δν = 1 MHz frequency band. Such a noise 
level should indeed be reached for a single linear polarization after 
8.5 d spent on each constant declination scan, corresponding to a total 
integration time t int = 8 . 5 × 30 = 255 s, per δα = 30 s RA sampled 
visibilities, leading to a per polarization noise level : 
σV ij = T sys √ 

t int δν = 80 K √ 
255 × 10 3 & 5 mK . 

As shown in Wu et al. ( 2021 ), the Tianlai dish array daytime data 
are contaminated by the Sun signal leaking into the far side lobes. It 
is therefore planned to use only nighttime data. Taking into account 
the √ 

2 gain expected in the noise level when combining the two 
orthogonal linear polarization components, T16DPA should be able 
to reach a noise level of 5 mK per RA visibility sample by surv e ying 
the NCP region during two periods of one month each, separated by 6 
months, to get nighttime co v erage of the full right ascension range. A 
noise level of 2 . 5 mK would also be reachable by observing the NCP 
area o v er a year, spending a month on each declination. A similar 
noise level reduction could be achieved for the mid-latitude survey. 
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Figure 12. Expected number of detectable H I clumps as a function redshit, per square degree and per redshift bin δz = 0.001, for the NCP (left-hand panel) 
and mid-latitude (right-hand panel) surv e ys. The total numbers of detections per square de gree, inte grated o v er redshift are reported in the caption of the figures. 
Detection counts are shown using either a sharp detection threshold on the flux, in Jy (blue curves), or using the full shape of the detection efficiency curve 
(orange). The green curve in the left-hand panel (NCP) shows the number of detectable clumps with a lower noise ( ∼ 2.5 mK) on visibilities. 
mid-latitude cases as a function of redshift, assuming the H I mass 
function parameters from ALF ALF A full sample. The total number 
of detections per square degree are shown in this figure and also 
listed in Table 5 . As can be seen from Fig. 12 , Tianlai would only be 
able to detect very nearby H I galaxies, below z ! .02 for the NCP 
surv e y, and z ! 0.005 for the mid-latitude surv e y. The numbers vary 
slightly with the H I mass function parameters used; if we use the 
near H I mass function parameters from ALF ALF A at these very low 
redshifts, as listed in Table 4 , the expected number of detection is 
e ven lo wer as reported in Table 5 , due to the lo wer knee mass. 

In the mid-latitude case, the detection threshold is higher, hence a 
number of detection per redshift interval lower than in the NCP case 
is expected. This higher threshold is not totally compensated by the 
larger surface area co v ered by this surv e y, making the NCP surv e y 
the most promising in terms of expected H I clump disco v ery rate. 
As mentioned in Section 3 a lower noise per visibility sample may 
be achieved by observing over longer period, less than a year for 
the full surv e y. In addition, the DF fore ground subtraction method 
used for determining the source detection efficiency increases the 
noise level of the resulting difference map. The noise level which 
is the major limitation of the detection efficiency for the NCP case 
can be reduced by a factor about 2–3, combining lower visibility 
noise from the long surv e y duration and lower noise impact using 
the ( P ) foreground subtraction. A detection threshold S th ∗ ! 0 . 05 Jy 
could then be reached for the NCP surv e y, as indicated in Fig. 11 , 
leading to the expected number of detectable clumps indicated in 
Table 5 (third columns), between 12 and 17 in total, depending on 
the H I MF used. 
5  C ROSS-CORRE LAT I ON  WITH  O P T I C A L  
G A L A X Y  C ATA L O G U E S  
In this section, we assess the prospects of detecting the cross- 
correlation signal between the intensity maps from the Tianlai low 
redshift surv e ys with optical galaxy catalogues: SDSS (Ahumada 
et al. 2020 ) for the mid-latitude and NCCS (Gorbikov & Brosch 
2014 ) for the polar cap surv e y. The SDSS catalogue does not co v er 
the NCP, but we are carrying out a spectroscopic surv e y using the 
WIYN telescope to obtain the spectroscopic redshifts for the brightest 
galaxies of the NCCS catalogue. To e v aluate the cross-correlation 

signal for the NCP case, we have used an artificial catalogue built 
by rotating the coordinates of the objects in the SDSS catalogue 
to o v erlap with our radio observations of the NCP. The respective 
footprints of the SDSS and NCCS are shown in Fig. 13 . 

The selection criteria used to retrieve data from the SDSS DR16 
server 8 are given in Appendix B1 . Starting from the optical galaxy 
catalogue, we create a catalogue of H I sources using a two step 
procedure. We first derive a stellar mass from the optical galaxy 
properties, following Taylor et al. ( 2011 ). The stellar mass is then 
converted into an H I mass using the relations derived by Brown et al. 
( 2015 ), from the study of a combined ALF ALF A-SDSS catalogue. 
H I emission parameters (flux and linewidth) are then derived from 
the H I mass as explained in Section 4.2 . A more detailed description 
of the procedure for converting the optical catalogue of galaxies into 
a list of 21 cm source properties can be found in Appendix B2 . 
5.1 Cr oss-corr elation extraction pipeline 
The procedure used to determine the cross-correlation of Tianlai low- 
z observations with the SDSS or NCCS optical catalogues uses the 
pipeline described in Section 3.1 , with a few additional components: 

(i) A 21 cm source catalogue is created from the SDSS galaxies 
with their redshifts or from the rotated SDSS catalogue for the NCP 
case. 

(ii) Simulated visibilities that would be observed with the T16DPA 
setup are computed, combining signals from the different sky 
components: diffuse synchrotron emission, radio sources, noise, and 
redshifted 21 cm sources. Instrument noise is added to visibility 
samples as white noise. 

(iii) Sky maps are reconstructed, independently for each fre- 
quency, using the m-mode decomposition method described in 
Section 3.1 . A linear filter in spherical harmonic ( " , m ) space is 
applied to compute spherical sky maps used in the next pipeline 
stages. 

(iv) The contribution of foreground emissions due to the Milky 
Way and radio sources is estimated and subtracted using either of the 
two approaches presented in Section 3.3 . 
8 https:// skyserver.sdss.org/dr16/ en/tools/search/ sql.aspx 
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Figure 14. The averages of the autocorrelation spectra ( C ! ) for frequencies 
between 1350 and 1375 MHz. The blue and green curves correspond to the 
sky cubes with all components, with no noise added to the visibilities, before 
(blue) and after (green) foreground subtraction using polynomial fit. The 
orange curve is the autocorrelation spectrum from the corresponding source 
cube. Note that its normalization is arbitrary, so its absolute level cannot be 
directly compared to the blue and green curves. 
cies between 1350 and 1375 MHz. The spectrum prior to foreground 
subtraction is truncated below ! ∼ 100 and abo v e ! ! 750, mainly 
as a result of the map-making and filtering procedure described 
in Section 3.1 . In between these two ! v alues, the ef fect of the 
foreground subtraction (polynomial fit) decreases the autocorrelation 
spectrum by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. For comparison we also show 
the autocorrelation power spectrum computed from the sources cube. 
Due to the incomplete sky coverage of the surv e y, the different ! - 
modes are correlated with each other. We smoothed the power spectra 
with a "! = 15 Gaussian to mitigate this effect. 

We present in Fig. 15 a set of cross-correlation power spectra C ×! , 
between simulated maps and the source cube, starting with the ideal 
situation of a simulation including only H I sources and without noise 
(in orange), then adding noise (in magenta), then other components 
(in green), and finally the complete simulation of all components 
with noise (in blue). 

We can observe the impact of adding noise or including more 
components which leaves systematic residuals in the maps after 
foreground subtraction, due e.g. to mode mixing. We observe that 
these two effects have roughly similar impacts in terms of the cross- 
power spectra between simulated planes and the data cube, as could 
be expected from the analysis reported in Section 3.4 . We also note 
that in a broad ! range, the averaged cross-power spectrum for the 
complete simulation (in blue) stays positive, and well outside the 
dispersion from the 100 shuffled cubes. This reinforces the indication 
that Tianlai could observe a significant cross-correlation with the 
SDDSS catalogue, when performing a mid-latitude, low- z surv e y. 

One might wonder if the foreground subtraction is a necessary 
step for cross-correlation detection. We present in Fig. 16 the 
averaged cross-power spectra between the ’reference planes’ or 
sources planes and sky cube reconstructed from visibilities, for the 
frequency interval 1350 − 1375 MHz for three cases. The green and 
black curves show the cross-correlation from visibilities including all 
astrophysical components but no noise, with and without foreground 

Figure 15. Smoothed cross-power spectra C ×! (computed in each case 
between simulated maps and the source cube) averaged over the highest 
frequency bin (lowest redshift, bin 3), for different simulation cases, after 
foreground subtraction. The cyan band outlines the dispersion around central 
values of the average of the cross power spectra between maps from the 
simulation combining all components and noise and the 100 shuffled data 
cubes. 

Figure 16. Effect of the foreground removal on the cross-correlation spectra 
C ×! averaged for frequencies between 1350 and 1375 MHz. We present the 
cross-spectra obtained between the sources cube and data simulated with 
all astrophysical components but no noise, respectively before (black) and 
after (blue) foreground subtraction (polynomial fit). The green curve shows 
the result obtained with 5 mK noise added, after foreground subtraction. All 
spectra from this figure have been smoothed with a width of 15, to damp 
! -to- ! correlations in the raw cross-spectra. 
subtraction. The blue curve corresponds to the foreground subtracted 
maps, computed from visibilities with noise. The impro v ement 
brought by the foreground subtraction for extracting a significant 
cross-correlation signal is clearly visible. The cross-power spectrum 
amplitudes of the blue and green curves, after foreground subtraction, 
stay positive for a broad range multipoles, unlike the black curve. 
This ! -range (250 ! ! ! 500) is indeed less affected by map-making, 
filtering, and foreground subtraction imperfections. 

To summarize the cross-correlation detection perspective, we 
compute the average of the cross-spectra amplitudes C ×! for ! ∈ 
[250, 500], well outside the ! range affected by map-making and 
filtering artefacts, after foreground subtraction. We present results 
of this averaging procedure for the three redshift bins in Fig. 17 . 
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• More than 500 FRB’s already detected by CHIME 

•  32-channel FRB backend for dish array 
2 snap2 boards, each with 16 RF input ports, GPU de-
dispersion, 16 beams, 0.1 ms time resolution 

• 192-channel FRB backend for cylinder array 
24 K7 boards, each with 8 RF input ports, 24 GPU for beam 
forming, 12 GPU’s for de-dispersion,  96 beams, 0.1 ms time 
resolution (single polarisation only currently)

Tianlai FRB backends

Pulsar B0329+24

16 beams CasA transit

CHIME FRB catalog, arXiv:2106.04352
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Figure 13. Top: the adopted primary beam profile for the cylinder
array. Bottom: The digitally formed beam profile.
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where x̂ and ŷ are the unit vector pointing East and North,
respectively, ✓NS(⌫) = ↵NS

�
DNS

and DNS = 0.3m, W = 15m.
Fitting the parameters ↵NS, FR and ✓EW to the results
of electromagnetic field simulation(Sun et al. 2022), yields
↵NS = 1.04, FR = 0.2 and ✓EW = 2.74.
The e↵ective digital beam will be a product of the primary

beam and the array form factor, as given in Eq. (4). For
the cylinder array, both the primary beam and the digitally

Figure 14. The Overall beam profile Rij , given in terms of the
detection threshold Fth. Top: the case where the center is at the
Zenith; Bottom: the case where the center is shifted 10� to north
have more coverage on the North Celestial Pole.

formed beam are elongated along the N-S direction, as shown
in Fig. 13.
We place the digital beams in three parallel rows across

the East-West direction, and on each row 32 beams are lined
along the North-South direction, with constant E-W and N-
S spacings. Each digital beam has a ⇠ 0.5� width in the
E-W direction, so the main lobe of the three rows could
cover about 1.5� of the ⇠ 2� wide primary beam. In fact,
as shown in Fig. 13, the digital beams have multiple lobes
along the East-West direction. This is unavoidable as the
baselines between feeds on di↵erent cylinders are longer than
the half-wavelength. These lobes are however modulated by
the primary beam, so that they are attenuated as we move
o↵ the center of primary beam. The presence of these lobes
could cause some ambiguity in the localization of a burst,
but this ambiguity could be broken by utilizing the data of
other beams. To reduce the gap between beams, we shift the
beams in the center row by a half of the N-S spacing towards
South, so that the tip of beams in the two adjacent rows fit
nicely into the spacing between the beams in the central row,
forming a closely packed structure.
The detection rate function is constructed as follows. First

we evenly grid the sky in a topocentric Cartesian coordinate
system. The North-South component of the unit vector, from
-0.9 to 0.9, is gridded into 501 pixels, corresponding to al-
titude angle greater than 25.8�. The East-West component
of the unit vector, from -0.15 to 0.15, is gridded into 401
pixels, corresponding to the E-W o↵set within ±8.6�. We ob-
tain the beam response Bij,k of the kth beam at pixel (i, j)

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)

96 beams sensitivity map (cylinder)
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Figure 2. The principle of beamforming.

Figure 3. The hardware configuration of the beamformer.
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In Fig.15, we show how the detection rate varies with alti-
tude of the center beam, the N-S beam separation, and the
E-W direction beam separation. These parameters are varied
one at a time, with the other two parameters fixed to the op-
timal value. As we can see from the left panel of Fig.15, the
highest detection rate is achieved when the center of array
of the digitally formed beams is aimed at the zenith, which
is the peak of the primary beam of the cylinder, thus having
the highest sensitivity. If we shift the center away from the
zenith, the total detection rate would be lowered.
Varying the separation of the digitally formed beams in ei-

ther the N-S or E-W direction have two e↵ects: on the one
hand, increasing the beam separation reduces the beam over-
lap, and allow the digitally formed beams to cover a larger
total sky area, which increases the rate of FRB detection; on
the other hand, this also means that some of the digitally
formed beams are placed o↵-center, leaving holes in the main
lobe of the primary beam where the sensitivity is the highest.
The optimal detection rate is achieved at a point where these
two trends are balanced. As shown in Fig. 14, at this point
the crest of the primary beam is largely covered.
In Fig.16, we show the distribution of the fluence and width

of the detected bursts. There is a clear lower limit in the
fluence of the detected bursts, which increases with increasing
width of the burst, which we already noted in the discussion of
the sensitivity in Sec.3.2. A high concentration of the detected
bursts will have a short burst width of a few ms, with fluence
less than 100 Jy ms, but of course there will also be many
detectable bursts. This result is somewhat dependent on the
assumed model of FRB fluence and duration distribution, but
it shows what kind of FRBs we expect to detect.

5 AN FRB DETECTION

During test observation, We detected a bright FRB, desig-
nated as FRB 20220414A, at UT 17:26:40.368 on April 14,
2022. In this observation, the 96 beams is arranged in only
one line along the meridian, with Alt� 60�. The separation
between beams is ⇡ 0.6316�. The FRB was detected in three
neighboring beams (#40,#41,#42) with SNR=11.9, 17.7 and
10.9, respectively. In Fig. 17, we show the raw frequency-time
waterfall plot of the beam 41. The band at 770-780 MHz is
contaminated by an RFI (probably from the newly allocated
5G mobile signal) and is removed. In Fig. 18 we plot the de-
dispersion result for the three beams where it is detected, as
well as two neighboring beams where it is undetected. The
detection was reported on the Astronomer’s Telegram (Yu
et al. 2022), and the Transient Name Server (TNS) 5.
For a burst in the direction q with fluence F , the observed

data of synthesized beam ↵ is

F↵ = FB↵(q) + ⌘↵,

where ⌘↵ is the noise, FB↵(q) is the expected signal, and the
response of the synthesized beam B↵(q) is given by

B↵(q) =

�����A(q)
X

a

exp(�2⇡j(q� k↵) · ua)

�����

2

, (26)

where k↵ is the unit vector for the direction of the synthesized

5 https://www.wis-tns.org/object/20220414a

Figure 17. The raw waterfall plot of beam 41 for FRB 20220414A.

beam ↵, and A(q) is the voltage response of the primary
beam.
The burst can be located by minimizing the likelihood. We

adopt a reduced log likelihood,

lnL(q, Fs) = �
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where F↵ is the flux detected by the beam ↵, Fs is the model
fluence of the FRB, and �ts is the observed burst width. The
second line is written in terms of the SNR SNR↵ for beam
↵. Only beams with significant SNR would contribute signifi-
cantly to this likelihood. In principle, Eq. (26) is frequency de-
pendent. However, the main-lobe does not vary significantly
with frequency, therefore we average B↵(q) over 700 - 800
MHz and use the averaged synthesized beam for likelihood.
As we see in the last section, there are multiple sidelobes in

the East-West direction. In the present case, the beams are
aligned only in the North-South direction, so the location is
even more uncertain in the EW direction. However, due to
the primary beam of the antenna in the EW direction, if the
FRB occurs in a sidelobe, it would be very bright in order to
be detected, and in that case it might also be seen in other
beams. The fact that it is not detected by the other beams
itself place some constraint on its location in the EW.
The location may also be helped if we adopt a prior on the

fluence Fs using the fluence distribution in Eq. (16),

lnLFlu(Fs) = ln�DFlu(Fs) (28)

which helps to improve our localization in the EW direction.
The probability of the location of the burst is shown in

Fig.19, where the red, orange and blue circles show the -3dB
range from the peak of the #40, #41, and #42 beams. The
pixels with probability less than 10�6 are shown in white. We
can see that the most likely position are at the overlapping
regions of the three beams, though there are also sidelobe
areas to the east and west of the main lobe region. A zoom
up plot of the main lobe is shown in Fig.20, where the ellipse
show the region of 90% probability, while the rectangle marks
the 90% cumulative probability region obtained from the 1-d
RA and Dec probability. With the information from multiple
beam detection, the burst is localized to a better precision
than the synthesized beam size.
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Figure 18. The de-dispersion plot of FRB 20220414A. Top: the three beams 40 (top left) 41 (top middle), 42 (top right); Bottom: the two
neighboring beams where it is not detect: 39 (bottom left), 43 (bottom right).

Figure 19. The FRB 20220414A localisation probability. The red,
orange and blue circles labels the -3 dB gain range of beam 40, 41
and 42, respectively. In the white region each pixel has probability
less than 0.000001.

The properties of this FRB are listed in Table 5. The best
fit total dispersion measure is 207.6 pc cm�3, slightly lower
than we originally reported in Astronomer’s Telegram. We
can infer the redshift of the burst using the DM-redshift re-
lation (Zhang 2018),

zmax ⇠ DME

855 pc/cm3
(zmax < 3). (29)

The total dispersion measure is given by

DMtotal = DMMW +DMhalo +DMIGM +
DMhost

1 + z
(30)

where DMMW is the Galactic contribution, which can be

Figure 20. The main lobe of Fig. 19. The magenta ellipsoid indi-
cates the 90% cumulative probability region. The red rectangle
indicates the 90% cumulative probability region obtained from the
1-d cumulative probability of RA and Dec, respectively.

estimated using the NE2001 and YMW16 models (Cordes
& Lazio 2002; Yao et al. 2017; Price et al. 2021). To give
a upper limit of DM-inferred redshift, we adopt DMMW =
21.1 pc/cm3, and neglect the unknown contribution from the
halo and the host, which gives zmax  0.24. On the other
hand, if we adopt a galactic halo contribution (Dolag et al.
2015; Prochaska & Zheng 2019), DMhalo ⇠ 50 pc/cm3

, the
extragalactic DM is then

DME = DMIGM +
DMhost

1 + z
= 136.5 pc/cm3

, (31)

and zmax = 0.16. Adopting the (Planck Collaboration et al.
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Figure 18. The de-dispersion plot of FRB 20220414A. Top: the three beams 40 (top left) 41 (top middle), 42 (top right); Bottom: the two
neighboring beams where it is not detect: 39 (bottom left), 43 (bottom right).

Figure 19. The FRB 20220414A localisation probability. The red,
orange and blue circles labels the -3 dB gain range of beam 40, 41
and 42, respectively. In the white region each pixel has probability
less than 0.000001.

The properties of this FRB are listed in Table 5. The best
fit total dispersion measure is 207.6 pc cm�3, slightly lower
than we originally reported in Astronomer’s Telegram. We
can infer the redshift of the burst using the DM-redshift re-
lation (Zhang 2018),

zmax ⇠ DME

855 pc/cm3
(zmax < 3). (29)

The total dispersion measure is given by

DMtotal = DMMW +DMhalo +DMIGM +
DMhost

1 + z
(30)

where DMMW is the Galactic contribution, which can be

Figure 20. The main lobe of Fig. 19. The magenta ellipsoid indi-
cates the 90% cumulative probability region. The red rectangle
indicates the 90% cumulative probability region obtained from the
1-d cumulative probability of RA and Dec, respectively.

estimated using the NE2001 and YMW16 models (Cordes
& Lazio 2002; Yao et al. 2017; Price et al. 2021). To give
a upper limit of DM-inferred redshift, we adopt DMMW =
21.1 pc/cm3, and neglect the unknown contribution from the
halo and the host, which gives zmax  0.24. On the other
hand, if we adopt a galactic halo contribution (Dolag et al.
2015; Prochaska & Zheng 2019), DMhalo ⇠ 50 pc/cm3

, the
extragalactic DM is then

DME = DMIGM +
DMhost

1 + z
= 136.5 pc/cm3

, (31)

and zmax = 0.16. Adopting the (Planck Collaboration et al.
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Tianlai Cylinder FRB backends

Z. Yu et al, 2024 (submitted) FRB discovered during the commissioning



❖ PAON4 : Paraboles A l'Observatoire de Nançay - A 4 
dish transit interferometer

❖ IDROGEN : Digitiser/processing boards (F-engine)with 
White Rabbit clock synchronisation technology 

PAON4 and IDROGEN 



4 x 5m dishes, in compact transit interferometer configuration 
L-band (~ 1250-1500 MHz → 1275 - 1475 MHz)

PAON4 @Nançay, (200 km south of Paris)

Project approved in 2012 , first 
light : end of 2015

Serves as the qualification instrument for the IDROGEN board - 
new generation digitiser - F-engine board using WhiteRabbit for 

clock synchronisation - being deployed on PAON4
R. Ansari -  Jan 2022  (28)



CasA transits (top) , 3C196 (bottom) - PAON4 observations 
(different declinations) - compared with expected signals

PAON4 : some results from 2018-2019 observations/analysis

R. Ansari et al, MNRAS 2020 , arXiv:1910.07956
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Figure 15. Comparisons of observed and expected (with a simplified model, see text) visibility variations with right ascension for
scans near Cas A (top) and 3C196 (bottom) declinations, from the Scan 2018 A and B data, for the 1H-2H (left) and 2H-3H (right)
cross-correlations. Each color corresponds to a di↵erent date, and the expected visibilities are shown in cyan.

the need for frequency shifting, and transmitting the digital
streams over optical fibres all the way to the computer clus-
ter a few hundred meters away. The deployment of IDRO-
GEN boards on PAON4 is foreseen in spring 2020, after more
in-depth characterisation of PAON4 in its present configura-
tion. A reduction of the amplitude of the temperature depen-
dent gain variations is also expected because the analogue
chain is simplified and does not have the downconversion
stage. It also has improved passive cooling.

Upgrades of the acquisition system hardware and soft-
ware are also planned with the deployment of IDROGEN
boards and should enable PAON4 to reach ⇠ 25% to 30%
on-sky time which is a significant improvement compared to
the current performance of . 10% (see Section 3). In par-
ticular, GPU support will be added to the TAcq package
for the correlation computing software processor and also to
the FFT processor to increase the system throughput. First
tests will be performed in the current operation mode of
PAON4. At a later stage, the new digitiser boards will be
operated and qualified in the FFT mode. After those tests,
we expect to release a stable version of the TAcq software,
with full support for IDROGEN boards.

8 CONCLUSIONS

A densely packed dish array interferometer is a cost e↵ec-
tive option to build radio instruments to survey large sky
areas in L-band. We have built and operated the PAON4
dish array transit interferometer under very tight budget
constraints. Preliminary results indicate that this type of
instrument together with its associated observing strategy
are e↵ective both in terms of scientific analysis and cost ef-
fectiveness. The study presented here will progress further
to longer integration times in order to demonstrate that the
expected sensitivities at the few mK level can be achieved.

In-depth studies with more data and PAON4 maps will be
published in the coming year. PAON4 does not have redun-
dant baselines, and the additional possibilities o↵ered by the
combination of nearly identical baselines will be explored
with larger instruments. Such studies are being pursued in
parallel with the Tianlai dish array. The next generation
IDROGEN digitizer/signal processor boards are in the final
stage of development and will be suited for a dish interferom-
eter consisting of a few hundred feeds and ⇠ km baselines.
IDROGEN will be deployed for qualification on PAON4 in
2020 and we plan to carry a higher sensitivity survey in
the declination range 30� . . . 60� in 2021. The resulting 3D
maps will be useful to characterize the spectral behaviour
of the galactic foregrounds, including a determination of its
smoothness on the few MHz scale.
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tified as being due to a bird. They were also used to study
the correlated noise, comparing visibilities involving the 4V
signal with other signal pairs.

Our conclusions, from a preliminary study of the corre-
lated noise, are summarized below.

We analyzed data from the January 2018 observations
and computed time frequency maps with �⌫ ' 500 kHz fre-
quency resolution and 12 minute time bins, corresponding
to an e↵ective per pixel integration time of �t ⇠ 50s. Dis-
persions on the visibility signals (real/imaginary parts) were
then computed over clean sections of the TFM maps, cov-
ering ⇠ 6 hours in time and ⇠ 35MHz, excluding bright re-
gions of the sky. A noise reduction factor

p
�t⇥ �⌫ ⇠ 5000

is expected. The r.m.s. (�) values quoted below assume that
the signals have been normalized to get auto-correlation lev-
els equal to unity (for fields without bright sources).

• The noise level observed for signal pairs involving the
terminated 4V signal (1V-4V , 1H-4V . . . ) are compatible
with the levels expected given the integration time and fre-
quency bandwidth, leading to �re,im ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�4. The cor-
related noise contribution can be considered negligible, at
least for the integration times of the current analysis.

• For the same polarization signal pairs between two dif-
ferent dishes, such as (1H-3H) or (1V-3V), the observed noise
level is higher compared to the expected level, assuming
Gaussian uncorrelated noise. We measure dispersions up to
4-5 times higher, �re,im ⇠ 8⇥ 10�4.

• For two cross polarization probes located in the same
feed/dish such as (1H-1V) or (3H-3V), the dispersion level
increases to more than �re,im ⇠ 2⇥ 10�3.

The observed extra noise observed on the same polarization
probes in two di↵erent feeds, or two probes within the same
feed shows up as frequency dependent patterns, quite stable
in time over a few hours. In can be interpreted as noise gener-
ated in the analogue electronic chain, cross fed through elec-
tromagnetic couplings between feeds on two di↵erent dishes,
or between probes in the same feed, and then amplified in
a way analogous to the Larsen e↵ect. Fortunately, it can be
e�ciently subtracted due to its stability in time. Further
studies are needed to determine the noise floor due to this
correlated noise.

We have also analyzed how the noise level decreases
with the integration time. Here, time frequency maps with
di↵erent e↵ective per pixel integration times are computed,
with a fixed frequency bin width �⌫ = 500 kHz, from April-
May 2019 data. Maps with di↵erent averaging time win-
dow sizes, equal to (1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128) in units of visibil-
ity sampling time are built and then used to compute signal
dispersions (in the absence of bright source transits or RFI).
Data from spring 2019 was taken with a visibility sampling
time of 6 s leading to a maximum visibility averaging time
of 768 s. PAON4 was operated with ⇠ 10% on sky e�ciency
so the maximum e↵ective integration time is slightly above
one minute.

Figure 13 shows the evolution of dispersion levels com-
puted as the r.m.s. of the di↵erent time-frequency maps,
excluding bright sources, satellites and RFI. The corre-
lated noise is subtracted from the cross-correlation time-
frequency maps, using the frequency template obtained by
the time averaged signal, computed separately for each
cross-correlation. The left panel shows the evolution of the

dispersion with the integration time, for the 8 PAON4 au-
tocorrelation signals. The r.m.s. decreases with the integra-
tion time, following a 1/

p
�t trend. A noise floor or satura-

tion starts to appear at long integration times, more or less
strongly dependent on the data set and the auto-correlation
signal. However, it should be kept in mind that the r.m.s
of the autocorrelations signals is sensitive to gain variations
with time, as well to the variation of the di↵use sky bright-
ness. The presence of this apparent noise floor for the auto-
correlation signals does not imply that the underlying noise
is not white. The right panel shows the evolution of the
r.m.s. values computed on the cross-correlation visibilities
(real part) for the 12 H-H and V-V correlations. Here, the
r.m.s. values are compatible with the expected levels, and
decrease with integration time following the expected white
noise law 1/

p
�t, without significant contribution from cor-

related noise, once the average level at each frequency has
been subtracted.

Figure 13. Evolution of noise level with integration time.
Top: Dispersion level for the 8 PAON4 autocorrelation signals
as a function of the integration time. Bottom: Dispersion level
for the real parts of the 6 H-H and 6 V-V cross correlation signals
as a function of integration time in seconds.

6.3 Phase calibration and array geometry

As mentioned in Section 5.3, Galileo satellites are used
to perform phase calibration and determine instrumental
phases for a large fraction of PAON4 observations carried
out in fall 2018, winter and spring 2019. Instrumental phase
values are determined for each constant declination scan.
Figure 14 shows the antenna-2 phase ��2 = �12 = �2 ��1

values, determined at 1278.5MHz for 17 scans and the H-
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Noise level evolution with integration time 
(cross-correlations)
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polarization feeds, as a function of the common, nominal
antenna direction in the meridian plane, referred to as the
zenith angle (Z = 90� � elevation). This angle corresponds
to the angle between the antenna axis and the local verti-
cal, or the di↵erence between the observed declination and
the instrument latitude. Negative zenith angles correspond
to the antenna tilted toward the south. One can see that
the phase �12 varies over more than 30�, with a smooth
variation as a function of the zenith angle. The variation
is well explained by a shift in theoretical antenna position,
along the north-south Oy and vertical Oz directions. The
fitted best model, taking into account the baseline shift, is
shown as the red curve. The fit result shows that the two feed
heights di↵er by about ⇠ 55mm for this (1H-2H) baseline,
while the north-south component of this baseline should be
corrected by ⇠ 14mm. Using the 6 baselines, we determined
the corrections to the array geometry, using the zenith de-
pendency of the instrumental phases. We obtain a precision
of ⇠ 2mm using these 17 scans. A shift in the east-west
baseline component would not show as a zenith angle phase
dependency, but rather as a change in the fringe rate. We
have not yet determined baseline corrections along the east-
west Ox direction using the fringe rates, but higher precision
is expected for the determination of the east-west baseline
corrections. The instrumental phases do not change by more
than ±2� despite the fact that the observations were done
over a period spanning more than 8 months. Similar phase
stability is observed for the other baselines.
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Figure 14. Phase calibration and array geometry corrections. In-
strumental phase values �12 determined for di↵erent scans, plot-
ted as a function of the zenith angle (black squares). The red line
represent a model fit, including corrections to the baseline and
the residuals are within ±2�.

6.4 Comparison of observed and expected signals

Figure 15 shows a comparison of observed and expected visi-
bilities for a few scans close to two bright sky sources, Cas A
(⇠1700 Jy) and 3C196 (⇠15 Jy) for the cross-correlation of
two pairs of feeds, 1H-2H and 2H-3H. We gathered data
from scans at several declinations around the source, repre-
sented in di↵erent colors. The visibility amplitude decreases
for scans at more distant declinations with respect to the
source declination. This e↵ect is clearly visible Cas A, but
also for 3C196. The expected signal was rescaled using a
single conversion coe�cient per feed, used for both sources,

computed by adjusting the amplitudes of the expected Cas A
on-source scan of July 17th, 2018. This simplified computa-
tion of expected signals does not take into account pointing
uncertainties, whereas a ⇠ 0.5 deg shift is suggested by our
satellite fits. Nor does it take into account the non-Gaussian
secondary lobes in the beam pattern. The full signal level for
Cas A is expected to be about ⇠ 6000 mK, and ⇠ 60 mK
for 3C196, while the noise level is about ⇠ 20 mK given the
time and frequency binning used here.

Figure 16 shows a region of the reconstructed map at
1400 MHz using PAON4 observations from November 16th
to December, 1st 2016. A map making applying the m-mode
decomposition in harmonic space from transit visibility code,
is used (Huang 2019). A sky map covering the full 24 hour
right ascension, and the declination range 35� . � . 46�

is computed from 11 24-hour constant declination scans
around the Cyg A declination. The extracted map covers
⇠ 18� in declination (32� < � < 50�) and ⇠ 35� in right as-
cension (290� < ↵ < 325�) around the nearby radio galaxy
Cyg A. The emission from Cyg A, the Milky Way syn-
chrotron emission, as well as from the Cygnus X star forming
region, is clearly visible.

148 Data analysis for transit interferometer of PAON-4

Fig. 6.33 PAON-4 reconstructed sky maps using the m-mode decomposition in spherical
harmonics algorithm [217, 257]. Top panel shows the reconstructed sky map from the
calibrated PAON-4 November 2016 data at 1.4 GHz, Cygnus A and the Galactic plane can
be seen clearly. For comparison, the middle panel shows the reconstructed sky map from
simulated visibility data in the same sky region and at the same frequency. Bottom panel:
the zoom-in around Cygnus A, RA from 290� to 325� and Dec from +32� to +50�, the
reconstructed map from PAON-4 observations is shown on the left, while the right hand side
shows the map reconstructed from simulated visibilities.
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Figure 16. Example of a reconstructed map in a ⇠ 35� ⇥ 18�

region around Cyg A, covering the area (32� < � < 50�) in decli-
nation and (290� < ↵ < 325�) in right ascension, from November
2016 data (left). Right panel shows the simulated map.(Huang
2019)

7 FUTURE PROSPECTS

Time-variable systematics in the frequency response led us
to develop a new generation of sampling and signal process-
ing board, IDROGEN/NEBuLA, to perform digitisation as
close to the feeds as possible (see Section 5.2). The IDRO-
GEN board is designed to equip interferometers with sev-
eral hundred feeds, scattered over a few hundred meters.
Clock synchronisation is managed by the implementation of
the White Rabbit8 technology. A first version of this new
board, called NEBuLA (NumEriseur a Bande Large pour
l’Astronomie) was designed and produced in 2016-2017. The
second version, called IDROGEN, is developed as part of
the CNRS/IN2P3 DAQGEN project. This project began in
2017 with the goal of developing generic modules for rapid
acquisition systems for particle and astro-particle projects.

IDROGEN boards will be located in the electronic
boxes on each antenna, sampling the RF signals, relieving

8
https://white-rabbit.web.cern.ch
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Reconstructed and simulated PAON4 maps

Observations Simulations

Geometry & Phase calibration using GPS, 
Galileo & Beidou satellite

R. Ansari -  Jan 2022  (29)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.07956


IDROGEN - White Rabbit direct sampling at the antenna  
D. Charlet (LAL) , C. Viou (Nançay)

• Direct sampling after the LNA + filters (no mixer)
• Up to 500 MHz bandwidth 
• designed to be put near the antennae
• optical data output & control / synchronisation 
• White Rabbit technology for clock synchronisation 

through (optical) ethernet

21cmCosmology2019 IDROGEN digitization board D.charlet/C.Viou

Status Mezzanine ADC

PCB : 4 Layers

Schedule :

Production of 2 prototypes : October.

Test : mid November.

Production of 6 boards : Beginning of 2020.

21cmCosmology2019 IDROGEN digitization board D.charlet/C.Viou

Status Mezzanine ADC

PCB : 4 Layers

Schedule :

Production of 2 prototypes : October.

Test : mid November.

Production of 6 boards : Beginning of 2020.

21cmCosmology2019 IDROGEN digitization board D.charlet/C.Viou

IDROGEN / DACGEN History

In collaboration with SYRTE

Observatoire de Paris

Time-Frequency laboratory

 400 fs after 1000 s and 1 km fibre

Derived from Nebula board

White rabbit module 

Power supply tree 

21cmCosmology2019 IDROGEN digitization board D.charlet/C.Viou

Hardware Status

IDROGEN-2 PCB currently in production

2 pre-series board

Test up to end of 2019

10-board production :  beginning of 
February 2020.

5 for PAON IV project (DIMACAV).

1 for CPPM, CENBG (IN2P3)

1 for IPHC (IPHC)

2 for Nançay Observatory

Delivery of boards : May 2020

New analog electronic - IDROGEN boards 
and optimised FX software correlator will 

be deployed on PAON4 in 2024



Where do we stand now
Several years of observations with Tianlai dish and cylinder pathfinders

Good understanding of the instrument operation, specially in transit mode
Progress on RFI cleaning, calibration, map making 
Encouraging results with the NCP T16D analysis

Feed couplings in cylinder is an issue, but also in dishes
Some difficulties to deal with side lobes or ground pickup 

Pollution due to the sun through side lobes during daytime (dishes)
Day time sun signal in cylinders 

What’s next 
Calibration process refinement 

More thorough assessment of the array stability 
Further investigate feed / dish cross-couplings 

Tianlai low-z NCP survey
WIYN spectroscopic survey of NCCS

Full deployment and operation of FRB backends
Cylinder outriggers being built 

and two additional dishes being added

✔

✘


